Further Resources from the “Understanding the U.S. Context of Current Political Protests in the Wake of George Floyd’s Death” presentation
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Black-owned newspapers and minority staffed websites
- The St. Louis American Newspaper
- The Grio
- The Root
- NBC BLK

Editorially independent radio and podcasts
- St. Louis Public Radio from National Public Radio (NPR)
- Code Switch podcast from National Public Radio (NPR)
- Here and Now podcast from National Public Radio (NPR)
- Still Processing from the New York Times.

Videos
- What is the Origin of Race?: a collection of videos exploring different facets of Black history adding context for how the United States ended up in this present moment.
- Systemic Racism Explained
- brown eye blue eye, Jane Elliott

Articles
- Timeline of Events that led to the 2020 "Fed-Up" Rising:
- Stephon Clark Was Killed by Sacramento Police 1 Year Ago Today
- Black Lives Matter: The timeline of a movement

Listen & Watch
- NPR Podcast – A Decade of Watching Black People Die (2020)
- #BlackLivesMatter: A Look Into The Movement’s History
  Long Short Story, NBC News (2016)
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• **Mizzou's situation explained**

• **George Floyd, Minneapolis Protests, Ahmaud Aubrey & Amy Cooper**: The Daily Social Distancing Show

• **We Cannot Stay Silent About George Floyd** Patriot Act Digital Exclusive, Netflix

Books and more:

• **How to be an AntiRacist** by Ibram X. Kendi. We are either racist or antiracist, there is nothing in between, argues this powerful memoir and political guide.

• **White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism** by Robin DiAngelo- describes the disbelieving defensiveness that white people exhibit when their ideas about race and racism are challenged-and particularly when they feel implicated in white supremacy.

• **The 1619 Project**: an ongoing initiative from The New York Times Magazine that began in August 2019, the 400th anniversary of the beginning of American slavery. It aims to reframe the country’s history by placing the consequences of slavery and the contributions of black Americans at the very center of our national narrative.

Movies

• Becoming – Netflix
• The Hate You Give - Hulu
• Dear White People - Netflix
• 13th – Netflix
• Stay Woke: The Black Lives Matter Documentary (2016) - YouTube
• When They See Us – Netflix

Instagram Accounts to Follow

• @blcklivesmatter
• @thedailyshow
• @theconciousskid
• @latinarebels
• @goodgoodgoodco
• And many more

Mental Health Resources

**Habif Health and Wellness Center** continues to provide support to students through virtual counseling appointments.
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